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Shop Talk

A Note from Bob:
SUMMER CLINIC
Mark your calendars now so you don’t
miss our Summer clinic.  

This year we are co-hosting the clinic
with our friends at Homestead
Veterinary Hospital.  Mike
Wildenstein will be the clinician.

June 6 will be at Homestead’s new
facilities in Villa Ridge, MO.

June 7 will be at Spanish Lake
Blacksmith Shop.

Watch the mail, our website and our
May eNewsletter for full details.

For a preview of Mike’s teaching
methods and a look at what to expect
in the clinic watch this video.

The video can be seen at: 
http://youtu.be/9QrVc9c_5cU

636-463-7211

2793 W. Meyer Rd.
Foristell MO 63348

spanishlake.com
Like us on Facebook

Adjusting Fire Tongs
Properly fitting fire tongs make forging easier and safer.  While a
simple fact, often farriers in a hurry will “make do” with poorly
fitting tongs.  I hope this article will encourage you to take a few
minutes to adjust your tongs to fit the work piece.  You will have an
easier time shaping the piece if you are not fighting the tongs.

Well-fitting tongs allow you to hold the work with only slight
pressure on the reins.  When you have to exert too much force just
to hold on to the horseshoe, you end up fighting the tongs and the
horseshoe to get the shape you want.

Adjusting the Jaws to Fit the Work
Use flat jaw tongs for flat stock and
bolt or round jaw tongs for round
or square stock.  Holding a 3/8”
thick horseshoe with 1/4” tongs is
inviting a flying horseshoe.  For
farriers, having tongs in 3 or 4
sizes makes sense.  The most
common thicknesses of horseshoes
are 1/4, 5/16. 3/8 and 1/2.  If you
don’t have those four sizes in your
tong rack yet, here is a simple way
to adjust your tongs until you are
able to acquire the set of four.

• Heat the jaws of the tongs in the
forge to a bright red color.

• Have a flat, cold piece of steel the
thickness you want to set the
tongs.

• Place the flat steel between the
jaws.  Place the jaws of the tongs
(with the flat stock) on the face
of the anvil and tap lightly, first
on the top of one jaw and then
on the top of the other jaw until
both sides align the jaws to
match the stock.

• At this point, the reins will likely
be either too close together or too
wide.  Heat the jaws, boss (rivet
area) and about 1” of the reins.

• Reinsert the flat piece of stock
between the jaws.

• If the heat is even you can
squeeze the reins gently together
until they are parallel.  If the heat
is uneven place one rein over the
tip of the horn and use a hammer
to adjust.  Do the same with the
second rein.  You want to end up
with parallel reins about 1”
apart.

• Set the tongs aside to cool slowly.
DO NOT QUENCH them.  Most
tongs are forged from spring
steel.  Quenching them may
stress the steel to the point of
breaking.

Properly fitting tongs have even
grip of the horseshoe, and nearly
parallel reins for a comfortable grip

Spanish Lake Blacksmith Shop is
proud to carry these fine brands

and many more!



new

One of the best tool makers in the farrier industry is Roy
Bloom.  In his video, "Fundamentals of Forging Vol. 1 Anvil,
Hammer & Tongs," Roy discusses tong fit and maintenance.  

Watch an excerpt of the video here:
http://youtu.be/YrtqnaSuiP4

The full-length version of Hot Iron
Productions’s DVD, "Fundamentals of
Forging Volume 1: Anvil, Hammer & Tongs,"
is available at Spanish Lake Blacksmith Shop
online or in-store.

Watch a How-To Video

Adjusting the Rivet
A properly adjusted rivet allows one rein to slide easily while
working, and does not have “play.” If the rivet is too tight the reins
do not move properly and the farrier must move them apart with his
fingers or hammer hand.  NOT a good thing.  If the rivet is too
loose, the tongs are wobbly and require more hand pressure to hold
the horseshoe.

To adjust a loose rivet:

• If it is only slightly loose, you can tighten the rivet cold.  Lay the
tongs on the face of the anvil, with the jaws past the edge.

• With a light, crisp hammer blow strike the rivet with one or two
straight on blows.

• Check that the rivet does not get too tight or the reins won’t
move at all.  If that happens, follow the process below for
adjusting a tight rivet.

To adjust a rivet that is too tight:

• Heat the jaws and rivet area of the tongs to a lemon color heat.
Try to keep the reins at as low a heat as possible, so they do not
bend when performing the next step.

• The end of the reins should be at a very black heat, but may be
too hot for you to hold.  Cool the bottom of the reins in water
just so you can grip them comfortably.  Then begin to move the
reins back and forth to free up the rivet.  Continue doing this
until the color has left the rivet and the area moves freely.  At a
very black heat you can apply some oil to the rivet and continue
moving the reins.  When they move easily, let the tongs cool
slowly.  Do not quench.

Sometimes the rivet needs to be
replaced.  This is the case if the reins
move freely at the beginning, but seize
or “freeze up” when opened
completely.  This indicates the rivet is
worn or oblong and cannot be repaired
as described above.  In this case you
must replace the rivet.

Bloom Forge fire tongs
are properly made and
adjusted to sizes 1/4",
5/16", 3/8" and 1/2".
They are available 
at Spanish Lake
Blacksmith Shop.

This new book by John Stewart examines the
common problem of laminitis, along with a
variety of other conditions that effect the
horse’s foot.

Topics covered in
Stewart’s book:

• Structure of the foot
• Examining the feet
• Function and
structures

• Laminitis
• Investigating
Lameness

Price $42.00

Understanding the
Horse's Feet
By John Stewart

Like Spanish Lake on Facebook
to follow our shop's Resoration
and Preservation.

Single Rate 
   Shipping

FOR A LIMITED TIME, WE’LL SHIP 
FROM OUR STORE TO YOUR 

DOOR FOR JUST $9.95!*

Now you can order all of your farrier 
supplies and pay one low rate for 
shipping.  We carry an extensive 
inventory of all major brands and 

products for the professional farrier.  
Place your order with the company 

that offers quality products at 
competitive prices.

*Exclusions: 1. This offer is for a limited time only and does not include 
the shipping of anvils and forges. Those items must be ordered 
separately.; 2. Shipping to Alaska, Hawaii and all other areas outside of 
the U.S. will have normal shipping charges applied at checkout.; 3.Spanish 
Lake will determine the shipping method.  Flat rate shipping should arrive 
within 7 business days.


